
 

CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

4.1 Conclusion  

 This research is the transitivity analysis in prime minister Jacinda 

Andern's war on terror speech. The author analyses the transitivity system in 

Jacinda Andern's speech war on terror. This research also discusses how 

transitivity depicts prime minister Jacinda Andern’s response, feelings, and 

emotion toward terrorism. 

 The results of the analysis present that there are 85 processes, 147 

participant function, and 63 circumstantial element analyzed in this research. 

There are 36 occurences for the material process, 11 ocurences for the mental 

process, one occurence for the behavioral process, 24 occurences for the relational 

process, nine occurences for the verbal process, and four occurences for the 

existential process.  

 The finding of the participant function is there are 36 occurences for the 

actor, 18 occurences for the goal, two occurences for the client, three occurences 

for the attribute, three occurences for the scope, 11 occurences for the senser 

seven occurences for the phenomenon, 19 occurences for the carrier, 14 

occurences for the attribute, five occurences for the identified and identifier one 

occurence for the behaver, nine occurences for the sayer, six occurences for the 

receiver, and four occurences for the verbiage and existent. Then seeing from the 

circumstantial element, there are two occurences for extent, 35 occurences for 



 

location, 11 occurences for manner, ten occurences for cause, one occurence for 

contingency, accompaniment, role, matter, and angle. 

 In prime minister Jacinda Andern's speech war on terror, the material 

process is the dominant process of the process type. In this speech, the material 

process contains two types, the first type shows the reportage of the terrorist 

attack or the brutal shooting  in Christchurch, New Zealand and the second type  

shows the response of prime minister Jacinda Andern toward terrorism. Moreover, 

one verbal process in this speech also shows how prime minister Jacinda Andern 

rejects and curses terrorism. The circumstantial elements also support the process 

of how prime minister Jacinda Andern rejects terrorism. 

 

4.2 Suggestion 

 

1. For linguistics students:   

It is very interesting to learn transitivity especially process types, 

participant function, and circumstantial element. So, it is suggested for 

linguistic to study and understand more about transitivity and convey how 

transitivity helps people to show their feelings and emotions. 

2.  For another researcher: 

This research is focused on transitivity analysis ideational metafunctions 

on the speech regarding the war on terror. It will be better for the next 

researcher to involve interpersonal and textual metafunction. 
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